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Wheel Adapters

4 Lug Wheel Adapters

5 Lug Wheel Adapters

6 Lug Wheel Adapters

8 Lug Wheel Adapters

 Wheel Adapters for Sale
Wheel adapters are used to put a wheel on a vehicle that would not normally fit, on the other hand,
are discs that can be mounted on a vehicle’s wheel hub assembly to change the existing bolt
pattern.
For instance, the right wheel adapter can change a vehicle’s bolt pattern from a 4-bolt pattern to a
5-bolt pattern or other numbers bolts pattern. The obvious benefit of using wheel adapters is that
they allow people to mount custom wheels to their vehicle, regardless of bolt pattern. Using wheel
adapters also increasing the offset of a vehicle’s wheels, which in turn can increase the handling of
vehicle, much like wheel spacers.
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Furthermore, since people are not restricted to using one particular bolt pattern for their vehicle
they can often select tires and wheels that are larger, smaller, or plainly match the vehicle’s
appearance better.
Wheel adapters and wheel spacers are similar in appearance but they are different in function. So if
you want to change the existing bolt pattern of your vehicle, you only can use wheel adapters and
can’t use wheel spacers.
If you’re planning on installing wheel spacers and adapters onto your vehicle it’s often a good idea
to also install longer bolts or studs so that the lug nuts on the wheel can be properly fastened.
And it’s always good practice when mounting wheels to make sure that all of the lug nuts are
fastened securely as well, especially when using any wheel spacers or adapters. The many benefits
of wheel spacers and adapters won’t mean much if your tires are mounted properly.
We have wheel adapters for sale and there are various of types, such as aluminum wheel adapters,
alloy wheel adapters and car wheel adapters. We will provide you with best wheel adapters and
cheap wheel adapters. Also, you can buy custom made wheel adapters from us.

 Wheel Adapters Related FAQs
Are aluminum wheel lug adapters Safe?
They are typically made of 6061-T6 aircraft-grade aluminum billet are available in a large array of
sizes and types to fit most wheels to most automobiles. As long as the change is not drastic and
weight and size limits are observed, wheel adapters can be safely used.
What are wheel adapters used for?
Wheel Adapters are used to change bolt patterns in order to properly fit wheels from one vehicle to
the hub of a different vehicle.
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Can I put 5 lug rims on a 6 lug truck?
Yes, two piece conversion type wheel adapters are used to convert 6 lug vehicle with 5 lug bolt
pattern to fit wheels.They will also space out your wheels to help you get enough clearance for
wider tires and rims.
Do Wheel Adapters make wheels stick out?
Adapters are also spacers, however that does not mean it will automatically make your wheels
stick out past your fenders. This is because wheels come in all different “offsets” or "backspacing".
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